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Nominees for OfficeNominees for OfficeNominees for OfficeNominees for Office    
Office  Candidate Statement on Page 

President Matthew Rea 2 

Vice President James Schuler 4 

Secretary Kimberly Granning 5 

Treasurer Allen Hansen 6 

Patrol Chief Paul Podett No statement submitted 

First Aid Chief Cliff Leighton No statement submitted 

First Aid Chief Will Pardy No statement submitted 

Associate Director Margaret Usher 7 

Associate Director Stephen Giesey No statement submitted 

Nordic Director Steve Potter 8 

Mountain Host Director  Sam Smith No statement submitted 

Trustee Heather Van Houten 9 
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Candidate for PresidentCandidate for PresidentCandidate for PresidentCandidate for President: Matthew Rea: Matthew Rea: Matthew Rea: Matthew Rea    
Members of Mt. Hood Ski Patrol, I hope that you have been satisfied 

with my performance as President of the MHSP Executive Council 

over the last year.  As I enter my 30th season as a member of MHSP 

(apprentice class 1989-90), I would be honored if you elect me to 

serve a second term in that position.    

At the present time, the state of MHSP is solid.  At the demand of the 

ski resorts that we serve, we made significant changes this season in 

ski patrol operations, including the implementation of teams at the 

three larger resorts, modification to the levels of commitment and corresponding benefits for patrol 

efforts, and adjustments to the dispatch system.  To be certain, those changes have been difficult for 

many of our members who have been unable to commit to a team schedule and are finding it difficult to 

get patrol dispatch days in.   On the other hand though, there has been a huge turnaround this year in 

the numbers of members who are dispatching to patrol.  We have clearly met the expectations of 

Timberline, Meadows and Skibowl in terms of the numbers of patrollers we are providing—our dispatch 

has been incredible.  Maybe more importantly, the Patrol Directors at Timberline and Skibowl are very 

appreciative of the consistency and stability of leadership and training in area operations and protocols 

that the teams have provided.   Our relationship with the ski areas is strong.  Our Nordic Patrol has 

developed an incredible relationship with the non-profit operators of the Teacup Lake Nordic Area 

providing exciting opportunities for our members to engage in a different form of patrolling.  Following 

two really strong years of recruiting and induction of new members, our membership levels are stable 

and adequate to meet our mission of ski patrol support on Mt. Hood.  Finally, we are financially in good, 

stable shape with dues and donations more than adequate to cover our annual operating expenses and 

a large bank account available to call on for capital improvements and other future projects of the 

patrol.  

If reelected, my goals for the next year include: 

1. To continue to improve and refine our teams and team approach.  While successful last year we 

have some rough spots that need to be smoothed over in terms of how our teams are formed, 

dispatched and trained, as well as how we provide opportunities for patrollers who are not 

members of teams to get patrolling opportunities. 

2. To implement a new phone based app dispatch system.  Our existing online dispatch system has 

been a very useful tool for us for many years.  However, it is time to upgrade it to modern 

technology.  Members of MHSP skilled in software development have been working to develop 

a new system that will be ready to be rolled out for the 2018/19 season and should make 

dispatching and keeping track of our patrol records and data easier for all of us.   

3. To provide additional training for our instructors and to seek to improve the quality of 

instruction in all our venues.  Our OEC, OET, MTR and Avalanche instructors are extremely 

dedicated and spend innumerable hours training our members in the skills necessary to be 

qualified ski patrollers.  It is critical that the council continues to support our instructor training 

and development.  

4. To provide Senior OET and OEC training opportunities for MHSP members.  After a one-year 

hiatus last year, we need to bring back the Senior training program to MHSP.  

5. To revise and update our bylaws and policies and procedures consistent with the goals and 

objectives formulated under the MHSP Vision 2020 Program.   
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6. To support implementation of the MHSP land swap.  The legislation recently enacted by 

congress paves the way for the land swap to be implement, including potentially enabling MHSP 

to obtain a 99-year lease for our Govy Building. 

Thanks again for the opportunity to serve you and for all that you do! 
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Candidate for ViceCandidate for ViceCandidate for ViceCandidate for Vice----President:President:President:President:    James Schuler James Schuler James Schuler James Schuler     
It has been an honor to be a member of Mount Hood Ski Patrol for the last 18 years. 

In that time, it's been my and pleasure to work and play with some of the finest and most dedicated 

people I've ever known.  As I grew personally through the patrolling experience, I took on more 

leadership roles as a way to give something back. Those roles culminated in serving multiple positions 

with the Executive Council.   

What I felt to be my strengths and greatest reward through leadership positions on this Patrol has been 

the encouragement and guidance I've received and then passed on to patrollers, whether with new OEC 

candidates or mentoring seasoned patrollers through the Instructor or Senior OEC Programs. The 

greatest reward, however, is to see our new members taking on leadership positions. They are our 

future as a Patrol. Those members now need our guidance and encouragement as we move through 

new and more challenging changes to come.  

I truly believe that my experience in leadership positions, guidance and accountability through those 

positions, have given me the tools needed to perform the duties of Vice President and I ask you for your 

support. 
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Candidate for Candidate for Candidate for Candidate for SecretarySecretarySecretarySecretary: Kimberly M. Granning: Kimberly M. Granning: Kimberly M. Granning: Kimberly M. Granning    
Joined the patrol in 2007 since then I’ve hit the ground running; taking on such positions as associate 

apprentice coach, associate apprentice training director, and assisting with OEC Training.  Currently 

Secretary on the Executive Council.  Continuing to grow in the position; and would enjoy continuing my 

involvement at this level.   

In addition have volunteered with other organization such as Treasurer and Secretary for NAPMW – 

National Association of Professional Mortgage Women both at a local and Regional Level.  Assisted with 

the Boy Scouts of America.   

With the first year under my belt; I can focus on improving the position by streamlining how notes are 

collected to support action items with assigned responsibility and dates to complete.  This allows for 

meeting minutes to be clear and concise so if action is needed it can be taken without delay. 

Looking forward to your continued support as your Secretary for a second term. 

Respectfully, 

Kimberly Granning 
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Candidate for Treasurer: Allen HansenCandidate for Treasurer: Allen HansenCandidate for Treasurer: Allen HansenCandidate for Treasurer: Allen Hansen    
It has been a privilege to serve as the MHSP Treasurer for the past year and with your collective support 

I hope to continue on for a second term. Those who were at the March general meeting heard 

comments from two members, Kevin Havre and MaryJean Williams. Kevin, the previous Treasurer, 

pointed out that it really takes a year to fully get a grasp of the operations and I continue to build on the 

excellent turnover and support that he provided to me as I assumed the role. Which leads to MaryJean’s 

comments of serving in an organization like MHSP. She nailed it in my estimation and it’s really the 

reason I am “running” for Treasurer. We are a volunteer organization and those participating and 

serving in all capacities are doing what we can to further the mission of MHSP ( ok I know there are the 

bennies- getting first tracks, pro-deals, building friendships, beers in the castle). Most importantly we 

have fun.  

But it takes a lot behind the scenes to make this all happen which is where the council comes in. Looking 

specifically at the Treasurer functioning the next term I hope we can move to a more seamless payment 

option for the renewals- I’d like to eliminate waiting in lines at the refreshers.    
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Candidate for Associate Director: Candidate for Associate Director: Candidate for Associate Director: Candidate for Associate Director: Margaret Clark UsherMargaret Clark UsherMargaret Clark UsherMargaret Clark Usher    
1614 

OEC Senior / Associate Supervisor 

I welcome the opportunity to run for the Mt Hood Ski Patrol office of 

Associate Director. I look forward to serving again in a leadership 

role within the patrol. I have been an active participant in this patrol 

working both on and off the ski hill. For many years I have lead or 

assisted with the training at the Fall OEC refresher, OEC training (as 

coach and instructor) for incoming patrollers, instructing and 

evaluating OEC Senior candidates from MHSP and other patrols in 

the PNW Region, Chairperson for the PNW Region annual 

convention 2017 and helped plan and execute the last four MHSP 

annual awards banquets. My dedication to the patrol has been noticed and rewarded with the Associate 

Apprentice of the Year award, Associate of the Year award and achieve the level of OEC Senior and 

Associate Supervisor.  

I have a strong volunteer background that I gained during the twelve years I worked for the American 

Red Cross. My jobs at the Red Cross, in California and Oregon, involved managing hundreds of 

volunteers of all ages and backgrounds. I ran Community First Aid Station programs, Safe Ride programs, 

and developed a Pet First Aid program. All of these needed volunteers with different talents to execute 

and teach them. Similar to MHSP, I had a broad mix of volunteer talent that I worked with. This showed 

me the importance of having a nurturing and collaborative relationship with my volunteers … Listen to 

learn and don’t waste volunteers time. I hope to apply theses skills to this position. 

We are all members of the MHSP for different reasons, mine is passion. I have always had a passion for 

safety. I was a life guard in college and later worked for the Red Cross teaching a wide variety of courses 

in the community, at workplaces and at universities. And I have a passion for skiing. I was a member of 

the Timberline ski school and a level two ski instructor for over ten years. When you mix that together 

you get ski patrol.  

I want to use my passion to make sure we have the best patrollers with the best training who have 

leaders who are there to listen to their needs and make sure we are serving everyone and not just a few 

so we can keep being the best patrol in the NSP system. In order to do this we need to train and listen 

and learn and have the ability to put our skills to work on the hill.                     

Thank you! 
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Candidate for Nordic DirectorCandidate for Nordic DirectorCandidate for Nordic DirectorCandidate for Nordic Director: Steve Potter: Steve Potter: Steve Potter: Steve Potter    
I am honored to be nominated for the positon of Nordic Director. I 

will open by stating that our Nordic patrol has ma de great progress 

in establishing a unified direction with supporting procedures in the 

past couple of seasons. In developing a good working relationship 

with the Teacup Lake Nordic Club we now have a focus upon serving 

as ambassadors for the area on weekends and for special events. 

With the recognition of Teacup Lake as a winter recreational facility 

the Nordic patrol involvement has become more dedicated to patient 

care, to the care of the facility, and in providing host services. 

Additionally the Nordic patrol is currently working with the Hood 

River County Sheriff’s office on procedures for patient search, patient 

care, and patient transportation within the Teacup Lake area and beyond. If elected I would continue all 

of these current endeavors. Further I would continue with our efforts to refine our relationship with 

Hood River County, the primary goal being to meet the requirements for recognition as an Oregon SAR 

Group. 

The Nordic patrol has recently developed an internal advisory group to discover, investigate, and take 

appropriate actions concerning our operations.  This group includes patrollers of varying ages, skiing 

disciplines, backgrounds, and abilities. Many concepts for dealing with issues have been shared with 

great results. If elected I would continue this group as there seems to be new prospects and concerns 

arising through our Ski season. The needs of the area, the public, and the patrol are constantly changing 

presenting new challenges and opportunities. 

It has recently been pointed out that Mt. Hood Meadows has a need for dedicated Nordic patrollers for 

their Nordic operations. If elected I would work with our Nordic patrol to discover what this need is and 

what Meadows concept of our involvement would be. This concept would likely require the expansion 

of our membership with a core group specifically trained for the area. 

Thank you for your time and for considering me for your next Nordic Director. 

Sincerely: 

Steve Potter 

1630 
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Candidate for Trustee: Candidate for Trustee: Candidate for Trustee: Candidate for Trustee: Heather Van HoutenHeather Van HoutenHeather Van HoutenHeather Van Houten    
I joined National Ski Patrol in 2002 and by 2004 I was teaching as a toboggan instructor. My prior 

experience as a first responder, and background in teaching, health and fitness made patrolling and 

instructing a natural next step. I’ve been a very active patroller by being both a volunteer and pro 

patroller over the years. I coordinated and taught women toboggan enhancement seminars in the 

PNWD for 6 years , I’ve taught tobogganing skills throughout the West including patrols in Alaska, 

Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Utah, Montana, Colorado and the NSP National Convention. I was the 

assistant regional OET advisor for Southern Idaho 2 years prior to going to graduate school, while also 

holding an assistant pro patrol director position at Bogus Basin where I managed the night patrol, which 

consisted of approximately 40 patrollers both pro and volunteer. Since transferring into MHSP I’ve been 

very active with OEC and Toboggan Training, I’ve been a toboggan IT, I’ve been the Snojob Editor for 19 

months, and helped with tryouts the last 2 years.  I’m stepping down from the Snojob Editor position 

this summer and would like to help with other patrol needs by running for the Junior Trustee position. I 

would appreciate your vote!  

 Sincerely, hVH 


